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ENGLISH AMBASSADOR 
REFLECTIONS
4A Priscilla Tsang

I have always taken pride and pleasure to be one of the EAs. 
Not only did I learn a lot more useful vocabulary, but one 
of the most important skills that I’m taking away is how to 
communicate with teammates. It has been a remarkable 
experience and rewarding. In this family, everyone has 
been so sweet, kind and well-intentioned. I am glad to 
be part of it. Throughout this year, there have been a lot 
of unforgettable moments. The English Quiz Show was 
one of my favourites. There were not too many challenges 
that we couldn’t handle because of the amazing team we 
have. What one member couldn’t tackle by themselves; we 
did together. #Teamwork. The Quiz Show ended up being a 
tremendous success. Everyone in the hall enjoyed themselves 
a lot and a lot of English expressions were learnt. I am really 
grateful for everyone’s effort to bring these events together. There is a 
lot to prepare for to organize each activity, but at the same time I have 
learnt to become more mature, responsible and detail-oriented. 

Working as an EA head, I sometimes found it difficult to strike a balance between my studies 
and my duties as a school leader. It was a real struggle. However, as a result, I learned to better 
organize and manage my time. This has been a rewarding experience for me and I am happy to 
see EA activities run successfully. I owe the success to the support from our principals , teachers, the 
active participation of our schoolmates, and all of the EA team members. Thank you!
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4A Samuel Lou

I have been an English Ambassador 
since I was a Form 2 student. I started 
as a junior member and was trained 
by senior students. I am now an EA 
head. The transformation and growth 
brought on more responsibility and 
hence it is now my turn to take care of 
the young members. 

Being one of the heads of the EA is 
not easy but I enjoy tackling and 
overcoming the different challenges. My 
job ranges from arranging the regular 
activities, such as doing translation 
for our NET teacher Mr. Jason Fung 
during assemblies, chairing weekly 
meetings, preparing for annual 
highlights such as English Festival and 
the English Quiz Show. Before any large 
scale activity is held, EA heads meet to 
prepare for the rundown and delegate 
logistics to ensure a smooth event. We 
used the school theme, ‘In love we walk’ 
to inspire new twists and improve the 
English Festival and keep it relevant 
and attractive to students. Sometimes 
it is hard to come up with such a 
comprehensive plan, but the teachers 
have always been there to support us when we have more than we can handle. We have brainstormed 
some really interesting and fun ideas, which contributed to the success of the English Festival.

The saying goes: 'The process of learning is bitter, but the outcome is fruitful and sweet’. Being an EA 
head requires a lot of persistence and determination, but the enjoyable experience had by my teammates 
and the students speak for themselves. It has been one of the most remarkable experiences in my school 
life. I would like to thank all the ambassadors and teachers for giving me this meaningful experience.
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顧問

梁志堅校長 

余凱旋老師

熊燕儀老師

李寶珊老師

袁慧雯老師

曹詩敏老師

李欣宜老師

Mr. Fung Hoi Fung, Jason

編輯

4A 鄧婉姍

4A 曾倩盈

4A 曾詩雅

4C 林穎津

4E 吳學芬

4E 葉朗青

2B 麥凱淇

2B 王卓臻

2D 郭繕瑤 

特別鳴謝

鍾心怡老師






